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 EA Technology Range of Products 2

 

 
Partial Discharge Instruments 

 
UltraTEV Detector™ - hand held, dual sensor, Partial Discharge (PD) detector, which 

enables swift and simple ‘first pass’ identification of potentially damaging HV equipment 
faults and MV equipment faults before they become failures. 
 
UltraTEV Plus+™ - advanced hand held, dual sensor, Partial Discharge (PD) detector, 

which enables more detailed identification and comparison of PD activity across multiple 
substation assets. 
 
UltraMet Plus+™ - simple hand held tool for measuring Partial Discharge (PD) activity by 
detecting ultrasonic sound. The sounds detected are displayed on screen as decibel 
readings, as well as relayed to headphones as an audible signal 
 
UltraTEV Locator™ - simple to use tool that can measure and record the exact location of 

Partial Discharge (PD) activity to within 10cm in any substation assets, including cables and 
overhead equipment. The most versatile PD investigation unit in the world, it can identify 
faults before they become failures and deliver an accurate assessment of asset condition 
 
UltraTEV Alarm™ - PD system that combines all the benefits of EA Technology’s award 

winning Partial Discharge (PD) detection and monitoring, in one simple to install, automatic 
set up. It can monitor over 100 assets simultaneously and raise the alarm if one or more 
reaches critical PD levels. 
 
UltraTEV Monitor™ - The ultimate system in EA technology’s PD instrument range, the 

UltraTEV Monitor™ is much more than a fault detection and alarm system. It is the most 
powerful tool ever developed for collecting and recording information on the condition of 
large numbers of assets. It detects and locates, measures and monitors, records and 
analyses all the data from all your substation equipment, including cables, to give you 
unrivalled information on the condition of your assets. 
 

PD Monitor GIS™ - purpose designed, retrofit condition monitoring system for all commonly 
used pressurised Gas Insulated Switchgear (GIS).  It provides 24 hour detection, location 
and analysis of PD activity to identify faults early and avoid costly failures and repairs. 
 
Ultrasonic Contact Probe™ - high tech detector that can identify the sounds of surface 

discharge activity in sealed chambers by monitoring the vibrations produced in the chamber 
walls.  Designed to work with EA Technology’s extensive portfolio of Partial Discharge 
instruments, including the UltraTEV Plus™, UltraTEV Locator™ and UltraTEV Monitor™. 

UltraTEV Calibration Checker™ - instantly checks whether your UltraTEV Detector or 

UltraTEV Alarm Nodes are operating within specification 
 

Cable Instruments 
 
CableSniffer™ - Locate underground LV cable Faults in minutes, with fewer excavations, 
less disruption and lower costs.   
 

 
 

http://www.eatechnology.com/partialdischarge
http://www.eatechnology.com/instruments/partialdischargeinstruments/ultratevalarm
http://www.eatechnology.com/instruments/partialdischargeinstruments/ultratevalarm
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Field Instruments 
 
PURL™ - Pole Ultrasonic Rot Locator™ is the world’s most effective instrument for 

accurately establishing the condition of pine poles, producing accurate condition 
assessments without the guesswork of hammer tests or the intrusion of drill through tests. 
 
Polarity Test Kit ™ - comprises an accurate and versatile Polarity Test Pen and a Test Pen 

Checker, in one lightweight, portable unit that is essential for safe working around potentially 
live cables. It detects live cables in all standard 220-250V 50/60Hz supplies, with or without 
current flow. 
 
Extended Voltstick™ - essential safety tool for identifying low voltage cables that have 
been damaged during excavations. 

 

 

 EA Technology Training Courses 3

 
Msc in Power Asset Management 
Postgraduate Certificate  
Postgraduate Diploma  
Master of Science 

 
Substations 
Partial Discharge 
Insulating Oil Handling & Analysis 
Switchgear Technology for Power Systems 
SF6 Training 
Substation Earthing 
Transformers for Power Systems 
Substation Design Course  
 
Cables 
Power Cable Fault Location  
Cables for Power Systems (Part 1) 
Cables for Power Systems (Part 2) 
Oil Filled Cables 
 
Protection 
LV/HV Protection 
Power System Protection 
Commissioning & Testing 
 
For further information on our complete range of products, services and training courses 
please contact: 
 
Email: sales@eatechnology.com 

http://www.eatechnology.com/training/mscpowerassetmanagement
http://www.eatechnology.com/training/mscpowerassetmanagement
http://www.eatechnology.com/training/mscpowerassetmanagement
http://www.eatechnology.com/business/trainingevents/calendar/partialdischarge
http://www.eatechnology.com/training/forthcomingcourses/insulatingoilhandlingcourse
http://www.eatechnology.com/business/trainingevents/calendar/switchgeartechnology
http://www.eatechnology.com/business/trainingevents/calendar/sf6training
http://www.eatechnology.com/business/trainingevents/calendar/substationearthing
http://www.eatechnology.com/business/trainingevents/calendar/transformers
http://www.eatechnology.com/training/forthcomingcourses/substationdesigncourse
http://www.eatechnology.com/training/forthcomingcourses/powercablefaultlocation
http://www.eatechnology.com/training/forthcomingcourses/cablesforpowersystemspart1
http://www.eatechnology.com/training/forthcomingcourses/cablesforpowersystemspart2
http://www.eatechnology.com/business/trainingevents/calendar/oilfilledcables
http://www.eatechnology.com/training/forthcomingcourses/lvhvprotectionworkshop
http://www.eatechnology.com/business/trainingevents/calendar/powersystemprotection
http://www.eatechnology.com/business/trainingevents/calendar/commissioningandtesting
mailto:sales@eatechnology.com
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 Declaration of Conformity 4

 
 
Manufacturers Name:  EA Technology Ltd 
 
Manufacturers Address: Capenhurst Technology Park 
    Capenhurst 
    Chester 
    CH1 6ES 

UK 
 
Product Type:   PD Monitor 
 
Model Number:  PDM03CF 
 
 
I hereby declare that the equipment specified above conforms to the provisions of the EC 
DIRECTIVE 89/336/EEC on Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC). Having met the 

requirements of the following standards: 
 

EN 61326:1997 
IMMUNITY & EMISSIONS STANDARD 

MEASUREMENT CONTROL & LABORATORY USE 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Chris Lowsley 
Managing Director 
EA Technology ISI Ltd 
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 Introduction 5

 
Several proprietary discharge detectors are available that are suitable for measuring the 
magnitudes of the partial discharges in plant such as high voltage metal-clad switchgear.  
Their main disadvantages are the high capital cost of the test equipment and the complexity 
of the testing procedure.  When performing such tests, the plant must be switched out; 
connections must be made to the high voltage conductors of the plant under test and high 
voltages applied from a test set.  A ‘Sanction for Test’ is therefore required.  This overhead 
may be acceptable when testing primary or grid substations.  However, for discharge 
measurements to be widely applicable it is essential that the tests can be made with the 
plant live and under load.  The Transient Earth Voltage (TEV) measurement technique has 
been developed to fulfil this requirement. 
 
The PD Monitor allows independent measurement of the signal level on a number of probes.  
Hence, local sources of partial discharge can be identified by the peak in the level of signal 
that occurs in the vicinity of the partial discharge source.  Remote sources of interference 
tend to produce a uniform level of signal on all metal surfaces.  The unit also takes inputs 
from wideband aerials and incorporates time of flight measurement circuits. These circuits 
allow RF pulse interference from external sources, such as corona from overhead lines, to 
be identified.  In a typical set up the probes are magnetically clamped to the metalwork of 
adjacent switchgear sections and the aerials are arranged in the corners of the substation so 
that external interference will be sensed by one of the aerials in advance of any of the 
probes. 
 
The signal processing hardware consists of three input cards that accept inputs from TEV 
probes or aerials, a measurement card and a microprocessor card to control the data 
acquisition. 
 
The input measurement channel has a bandwidth of 70 MHz and a measurement range of 

10 dBmV to 52 dBmV into a 50  input.  The lower cut off frequency is determined by the 
TEV probe and is less than 10 MHz.  The instrument can make independent measurements 
on up to twelve inputs (usually eight probes and four aerials) by multiplexing the inputs onto 
a single measurement channel.  Each measurement input incorporates a logarithmic 
compressor circuit to compress the 42 dB input signal range down to about 16 dB.  Thus the 
rest of the signal processing circuits do not need to cope with such a wide signal range 
which is difficult at these frequencies. 
 
An Automatic Level Control (ALC) circuit is present on each channel to ensure that only 
significant discharge events and not ‘noise’ trigger the PD Monitor input.  The ALC level is 
proportional to the number of triggers detected.  As the noise level increases, the number of 
triggers increases and so does the trigger threshold until equilibrium is established. 
 
The instrument can operate in two measurement modes.  In TEV Mode the instrument 

makes measurements in a similar way to the PD Locator in auto mode on each of the input 
channels in turn.  The instrument selects the first connected channel and measures each 
pulse that arrives on that probe (up to a maximum of about 1000 per second).  The 
magnitude of each trigger pulse is obtained using a bank of fifteen comparators giving a 3 
dB resolution.  Each channel is monitored for a period of two seconds and the pulse size is 
recorded that is exceeded or equalled at least twice.  It then repeats this measurement a 
number of times dependent on the cycle time and stores the largest of the three 
measurements in dB and the ALC level. The measurements and time stamps are recorded 
to a CompactFlash card for subsequent analysis on a PC. 
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In Location Mode the time of flight circuits are employed in such a way that when making 

magnitude measurements on each probe the instrument takes account only of those pulses 
that it sees as arriving at that probe first or first equal (to a resolution of about 7 ns).  The 
detection threshold is set 10 dB above the ALC trigger level to ensure that only significant 
events are measured. 
 
The channels are scanned in sequence, i.e. channel 1 is monitored for two seconds and if 
pulses arrive at this channel first they are measured for amplitude and added to the counts 
for channel 1.  However, during this period if pulses arrive first at any other channel their 
amplitude is not measured but they are allocated to the other channel.  Therefore, all pulses 
are allocated to the channel at which they arrive first but not all pulses are measured. 
 
A monitoring period of at least 80% of real time is achieved by passing through the channels 
in 2 second periods.  The number of passes depends on the monitoring interval. 
 
4 passes of 2 seconds = 1 min 36 secs for 12 channels on 2 minute interval, i.e. 80% of real 
time. 
 
12 passes of 2 seconds = 4 min 48 secs for 12 channels on 5 minute interval, i.e. 96% of 
real time. 
 
37 passes of 2 seconds = 14 min 48 secs for 12 channels on 15 minute interval, i.e. 99% of 
real time. 
 
If channels are not connected they are not measured and therefore the monitoring time 
reduces.  Since the monitoring interval remains the same the percentage of real time 
reduces.  Hence, it is more efficient to connect all channels in order to capture intermittent 
events. 
 
With all twelve channels connected the number of mains cycles monitored with a 50 Hz 
supply are:- 
 
 4,800 cycles with a 2 minute interval. 
 14,400 cycles with a 5 minute interval. 
 44,400 cycles with a 15 minute interval. 
 
In a substation with one partial discharge source you would expect the dB amplitude to be 
highest at the probe nearest the source and much lower on all of the rest of the probes. The 
time of flight circuits would tend to heavily accent the ‘peaks’ of the amplitude profile 
compared to the amplitude profile measured in TEV Mode.  Also the number of triggers 

indicated as arriving first at the nearest probe should be a high percentage of the total 
number of triggers arriving at all probes.  Therefore, the Location Mode provides a more 

accurate location of the source of partial discharge activity than can be achieved by 
amplitude measurement alone. 
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 Warnings and Tips 6

 

6.1 Warnings 
 
The instrument is designed to detect partial discharge sources in high voltage (HV) Plant. If 
no discharges are detected, this does not necessarily imply that an item of HV Plant is 
discharge free. Discharge sites often have dormant periods and insulation structures can fail 
through causes other than those attributable to partial discharges. If discharges of 
considerable magnitude are detected in plant that is connected directly to the high voltage 
power system, the authority responsible for the plant should be notified immediately.  
 
Warning 

 

 The PD Monitor is designed for use at ground potential only. 
 

 When testing electrical plant ensure that the metalwork is earthed before applying the 
probes. 

 

 Maintain safety clearances between structures at high voltage and the instrument, its 
probes and the operator at all times. 

 

 Adhere strictly to local safety procedures. 
 

 Do not disturb plant during measurements either mechanically (e.g. by shaking or 
striking it), electrically (e.g. by increasing the voltage) or physically (e.g. by applying 
heat). 

 

 Do not operate the instrument or its accessories in an explosive atmosphere. 
 

 Mains supply voltages are present within the equipment. 
 

 Disconnect the unit from the mains supply before removing the fuse cover to gain 
access to the fuse. 

 
 
 

6.2 Tips 
 

 Do not run probe cables through the switch panels as this attenuates the readings. 
 

 Use ‘Check Probes’ to ensure all probes are connected correctly. 
 

 Allow the instrument to complete a measurement cycle, then check measurements 
using ‘Display Data’. 
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 Kit Contents 7

 
The PD Monitor is housed in a rugged metal case with a carry handle and a lockable front 
cover. 
 
The front panel contains a CompactFlash card slot for data storage, a liquid crystal display, 
nine function keys and an alphanumeric keypad. 
 
The rear panel contains an IEC power supply connector, 13 BNC sockets (12 inputs and 1 
test source output), alarm contacts and a nine way RS232 connector. 
 
The instrument is supplied with the following accessories: 
 

 12 double-screened equal length cables terminated with BNC connectors 

 1 short coaxial cable terminated in BNC connectors (for use during self test) 

 8 probes 

 4 telescopic aerials 

 12 magnetic clamps 

 4 aerial attachments 

 4 tie wrap attachments 

 2 CompactFlash cards 

 1 CompactFlash reader 

 1 PD Monitor Data Analyser software compact disc 
 
 
 
Spares and Accessories 

 
For spares and accessories please contact: 
 
Email: sales@eatechnology.com 
 
 
  

mailto:sales@eatechnology.com
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 Controls & Indicators 8

 

8.1 Front Panel Controls 
 

Display Data Button: 
This is used to examine the most recently acquired set of 
data. 
 

Card Space Button: 
This is used to give an estimate of the amount of data 
space left on the CompactFlash card. 
 

Change Card Button: 

This should be pressed whenever the CompactFlash card 
is going to be changed as it ensures that the data file 
pointer is reset to the beginning of the data file on the new 
card and that the current settings are written to the card. 
 

Change Time Button: 
This is used for updating the time in the real time clock. 
 

Change Date Button: 
This is used for updating the date in the real time clock. 
 

Set-up Button: 
This is used for initial set-up of the instrument at a new 
installation. 
 

Check Probes Button: 
This is used for checking the integrity of the probe 
connections. 
 

Exit Button: 
This is used for exiting from functions and returning to 
partial discharge monitoring mode. 
 

Self Test: 
This is used to check that each of the input channels is 
operating correctly. 

 

8.2 Serial Port  
 
Each time data is saved to the disk within the instrument it is also sent to the serial port at a 
baud rate of 9600.   

 

8.3 Alarm Relay 
 
The alarm relay has one set of voltage free contacts at the rear of the instrument.  The relay 
is operated when the monitor is energised and will therefore change state when the monitor 
loses power, i.e. when the monitor is off the relay contacts are in the alarm position.  The 
relay will also change state if any of channels 3 to 10 has a short term severity greater than 
the Alarm Level set under section 6.1.  The alarm will reset at the end of the monitoring 
interval when the short term severity drops below the Alarm Level.   
 
If any of the twelve channels become disconnected during operation the alarm will operate.  
Finally the alarm will operate if an error occurs in the operation of the monitor.  Therefore, 
during initial installation the alarm will operate until all twelve channels are connected and 
the short term severity of any of channels 3 to 10 is above the Alarm Level.  If the Alarm 
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Level is set to 9999 then the alarm will not operate except for loss of power or disconnected 
channels. 
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 Remote Access 9

 
The PD Monitor has the optional facility to remotely download the data using an internal 
modem and a telephone line.  The Data Analyser software has additional functionality to 
achieve this. 
 
For each PD Monitor with remote communications supplied a registration file will be 
provided. To register a PDM03CF device with the software select the Register option from 
the File menu and select the registration file. When a device is registered it will appear in the 
on-screen list. 
 
Once the unit has been registered it can be given a name (possibly the location it is 
installed) and the telephone number used to access it. 
 
Once the telephone number has been set for a device the data can be downloaded from it.  
The software can be set to download from multiple PD Monitor devices by selecting the 
device from the list to download or by selecting a range of devices. 
 
The downloaded data and settings file for the device are stored in the path specified. 
 
If a device is no longer required it can be removed from the list. The device can be added 
back in at any time by re-registering the registration file. 
 
For additional information please consult the help file on the Data Analyser software.  
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 Installation within a Substation 10

 
1.  Locate the PD Monitor in a suitable position near the switchgear to be monitored. 
 
2.  Using the lead provided connect the instrument power supply (the IEC inlet with the on/off 
switch) to a nominally 88-264V 50-60 Hz power outlet. 
 
3.  The signal processing hardware consists of three input cards that accept inputs from 
channels 1 to 4, 5 to 8 and 9 to 12 respectively.  The resolution of the time of flight circuits 
between channels on a single board is 5 ns. Between channels on adjacent boards the 
resolution is 5-6 ns and between non-adjacent boards 7 ns.  Therefore, adjacent positions 
on the switchgear should have probes connected to channels on the same board or adjacent 
boards.  Similarly aerials installed around the switchgear to reduce the effect of outside 
interference should be connected to channels on the same board as the nearest probes.  
The aerials should be installed at least 2.1m from the switchgear in order to determine if the 
source is internal or external. 
 
The recommended layout is as follows:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The aerials should be connected to the aerial attachments and then screwed into magnetic 
clamps.  They can then be clamped to any metal surface or left free-standing with the 
magnetic clamp as a base.  The aerials should be placed around the switchboard normally in 
the corners of the switch room, preferably at the same height as the top of the switchgear, 
extended vertically.  It may not be possible to install the aerials so far from the switchgear 
due to the wall behind the switchboard for example.  In this situation it is even more 
important to record the position of the aerials with the distance from the switchgear 
measured as in the layout above. 
 
4.  Attach probes to the selected measurement points.  The magnetic clamps may be used 
on the switchgear metalwork and the tie wrap attachments can be used for connection to 
cable glands.  Ensure that the probes are screwed into the clamps in such a way that the 
probe surface is flat against the switchgear metalwork.  The probes should typically be 
spaced one panel apart on an 11 kV extensible switchboard.  On large 33 kV switchgear 
more than one probe may be needed per panel as TEV signals can attenuate rapidly with 
distance from the source of the partial discharge.  The layout above of placing the probes 

Aerial 1 

Aerial 2 

Aerial 11 

Aerial 12 

2.1m 

2.1m 

 2.1m 

Ch 3          Ch 5        Ch 7         Ch 9 

   Ch 4         Ch 6         Ch 8        Ch 10 

Front of Switchboard 

2.1m 
2.1
m 

2.1
m 

2.1
m 

2.1
m 
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alternatively on the busbar chamber and the cable box is designed to provide maximum 
sensitivity to discharges anywhere on the switchgear. 
 
5.  Up to 8 probes may be connected to the unit.  Uses the equal length, double-screened 
coaxial cables provided and connect the cables in the numeric order indicated on the rear of 
the instrument.  It is important to connect the probes in a logical sequence for subsequent 
data analysis, i.e. probe 6 should be between probes 5 and 7, etc.  Avoid having coils of 
coaxial cable close to the switchgear. 
 
6.  Make a schematic drawing of the location of the probes and aerials showing the distance 
between any probes or aerials closer than 2.1 m apart. 
 

10.1 Recommended Operational Procedure 
 
In order to detect intermittent partial discharge sources it is important to monitor switchgear 
for a period of time sufficient to cover changes in load, ambient and switching.  The 
recommended procedure for operation of the PD Monitor is as follows: 
 
 Monitor in Location mode. 
 Monitor at 5 minute intervals. 
 Install aerials at least 2.1 m from switchgear using channels 1, 2 and 11, 12. 
 Install probes in a logical sequence, recording probe and aerial positions in a diagram on 

PD Monitor Record Sheet (Appendix A) with distances apart (especially of the aerials). 
 Any changes of position of probes or aerials must be accompanied by a change in the 

PD Monitor set-up, e.g. change Substation Name or Installer. 
 Complete PDM03CF Switchgear Test Record Sheet. 
 Monitor for at least one week. 
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 Setting up the PD Monitor 11

 

11.1 Initial Set-up 
 
1.  Ensure there is a CompactFlash card (Maximum size 512MB) in the card slot on the front 
panel of the instrument. The card may already have a copy of the blank data file DATA.TXT.  
If the card is blank the data file will be created automatically; this will take a few minutes. 
 
2.  Switch on the instrument using the on/off switch on the back panel.  The instrument will 
perform a boot up sequence and begin measuring partial discharges on any connected 
channels using default or previously entered settings. 
 
3.  Press the Set-up button.  The instrument will display the currently stored location (i.e. 
town, area, etc.) and ask if you want to change it (this may be blank if the unit has been off 
supply for a prolonged period and the internal battery back up has discharged).  If so press 
Y, the instrument will prompt for a new location (up to 18 characters are allowed).  The 
instrument will then ask if you want to change the newly entered location, in case you have 
made an error.  If you do not want to change it press N.  The instrument will then prompt for 
the substation name, the plant type, the company and installer in a similar manner. 

 
4.  The current time will be displayed.  If the time is incorrect press Y and enter the new time.  
There is no need to use the Shift key to obtain the numbers, as the instrument will interpret 

key presses as numbers.  The time should be entered using 24-hour format.  Both digits of 
the hours should be entered and then both digits of the minutes.  For example five minutes 
past four in the afternoon should be entered 16:05. 
 
5.  Next the date will be displayed.  If it is incorrect press Y and enter the new date in the 
format dd-mm-yyyy as indicated. 
 
6.  The cycle time will then be displayed.  This is the logging period, i.e. the interval between 
complete measurement cycles, where a measurement cycle involves taking a series of 
measurement on each of the connected probes.  To change the logging period press Y and 
select the option required.  Three options are given, 2 minutes, 5 minutes and 15 minutes. 
 
7. The mode of operation will be displayed.  There are two modes of operation of the 
instrument that can be selected; Location Mode and TEV Mode (see Section 1).  The 

Location Mode is the preferred mode. 
 
8. Finally the Alarm level will be displayed.  The Alarm only operates on channels 3 to 10 to 
which probes are normally connected.  The Alarm level is the short term severity and may be 
modified from 0 to 9999, the latter being the default value. 
 
9. When all of these settings have been entered the PD Monitor will commence monitoring, 
alternating between measurement periods and waiting periods between measurement 
cycles. 
 
10. The Set-up procedure can be exited at any time by pressing the Exit key or any other 
function key.  Any settings that have been changed will be accepted. 
 
After changing the cycle time to a longer cycle time, measurements do not commence until 
the time elapsed from the last measurement exceeds the new measurement interval. 
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11.2 Checking the Instrument and Probe Connections 
 
1.  Disconnect all of the probes from the input channels.  Press the Self Test button.  The 
instrument will indicate that no channels are connected.  Connect from the test source output 
to the input of channel 1 using the short length of coaxial cable provided.  The display should 

indicate a pulse size of 34 dB  3 dB.  If the reading is different the instrument should be 
returned for calibration.  Repeat this procedure for each of the channels. 
 
2.  To exit from the self test procedure press the Exit key or any other function key. 

 
3.  Next re-connect all of the probes (aerials) to the input channels.  Press the Probe Check 

button.  This checks that each channel has a probe or aerial connected.  The instrument is 

looking for a 10k resistor installed in each probe and each aerial adapter.  The aerials do 
not have resistors in them, therefore, if the aerial adapter is connected to the cable the 
instrument will not be able to distinguish between the presence of an aerial in the adapter or 
not.  If it reports that a probe or aerial adapter is not connected when it is physically 
connected there may be a defect: 
 
 (I) in the probe or aerial adapter 
 (ii) in the connecting lead 
 (iii) in the input circuit. 
 
To check (i): Connect the suspect probe or aerial adapter to a working channel with a 
working lead.  If it again fails the probe or aerial adapter should be returned for repair or 
replacement. 
 
To check (ii): Connect a working probe via the suspect lead to a working channel.  If it fails 
the lead should be returned for repair or replacement. 
 
To check (iii): Connect a working probe via a working lead to the suspect channel.  If it fails 
the instrument should be returned for repair. 
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11.3 Displaying and Changing the Time and Date 
 
1.  To display the current time, press the Change Time key.  If the time is incorrect press Y 
and enter the new time.  There is no need to use the SHIFT key to obtain the numbers, as 
the instrument will interpret key presses as numbers.  The time should be entered using 24-
hour format.  For example five minutes past four in the afternoon should be entered 16:05 
and five minutes past four in the morning as 04:05. 
 
2.  To display the current date, press the Change Date key.  If it is incorrect press Y and 

enter the new date.  For example enter 1 April 2007 as 01-04-2007. 
 
3.  The change date and change time procedures can be exited at any time by pressing the 
Exit key or any other function key. 

 

11.4 Displaying Data 
 
1.  Press the Display Data key.  In TEV Mode if probe 1 is connected, the dB value 

recorded for probe 1 during the last measurement cycle will be displayed along with the ALC 
reading which sets the trigger point for pulse processing.  If the dB or ALC values are 
indicated as '00' the reading was less than 10 dB.  If probe 1 was not connected this will be 
indicated.  In Location mode, the percentage of the total number of triggers that arrived at 
that probe first during the last period will also be displayed. 
 
2.  Press the Display Data key again to see probe two's data and again to see probe three's 

data and so on until probe twelve.  Pressing the key once more will return to probe 1. 
 
3.  To exit from the display data procedure press the Exit key or any other function key. 

 

11.5 Card Functions 
 
1.  Press the Card Space button to display the space remaining (worst case) in the data file 

stored on the CompactFlash card.  The space remaining is displayed in terms of days 
assuming that the mode of operation and cycle time are unchanged. 
 
2.  To change the CompactFlash card press the Change Card key. The instrument will 

request that you insert a new card and press enter.  It is important that this key is pressed 
when the card is changed as it ensures that the data file pointer is reset to the beginning of 
the data file on the new card and that the current settings are written to the disk. If the data 
file is not on the card it will be created automatically; this will take a few minutes.  The 
instrument will resume monitoring with the currently selected settings once the data file has 
been created. 
 
As the new data is written at the start of the data file it will overwrite any data previously 
recorded on the card.  If the card is changed during a measurement cycle then that set of 
data will be lost. 
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11.6 Changing the Internal Backup Battery 
 
If the internal backup battery is changed the date and time on the PD Monitor unit need to be 
set in the following order: 
 

1. Press Change Date key and enter the date. 
2. Press the Change Time key and enter the time. 
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 Termination of Monitoring 12

 
Termination of monitoring is best achieved between measurement cycles. To remove a 
CompactFlash card wait until the instrument is indicating 'Waiting for next measurement 
period' or press the Exit key during a measurement period.  Then press the Change Card 
key, remove the card, and switch the power off using the switch at the back of the 
instrument. 
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 File Format 13

 
PD Monitor readings are logged onto a file on the CompactFlash card.  The name of the file 
is "data.txt" and it is of a fixed size, this is to ensure that the data file cannot be corrupted by 
a power down.  The data file is used as a rotating buffer, that is when it reaches the end of 
the file it will start recording over the oldest data at the start of the file.  Readings are 
recorded in a simple ASCII text format. 
 
Here is a sample of a data file in TEV mode: 
 
Power up : 24/04/2004 12:10 

 

Date                 : 24/04/2004 

Time                 : 12:10:42 

Location             : CHESTER 

Substation           : BROUGHTON 

Plant                : NEI REYROLLE 

Company              : EA TECHNOLOGY 

Installer            : M SMITH 

Integration Period   : 2 mins 

Operation Mode       : TEV 

Alarm Level          : 9999 

PDM Version          : 8 

27/05/1994 16:36:00,13,00,19,10,16,19,10,13,25,13,16,13,10,10,10,10,11,10,10,14,20,10,12,10 

27/05/1994 16:38:00,13,00,13,10,19,16,10,13,25,13,16,22,10,10,10,10,11,10,10,14,20,10,12,10 

27/05/1994 16:40:00,13,10,13,10,16,10,10,16,25,22,16,13,10,10,10,10,11,10,10,13,20,10,12,10 

27/05/1994 16:42:00,13,00,13,10,16,10,10,13,25,13,16,16,10,10,10,10,11,10,10,13,20,10,12,10 

27/05/1994 16:44:00,13,00,13,10,16,10,10,13,25,13,16,16,10,10,10,10,11,10,10,13,20,10,12,10 

27/05/1994 16:46:00,13,00,13,10,16,10,10,13,25,13,16,13,10,10,10,10,11,10,10,13,20,10,12,10 

27/05/1994 16:48:00,13,00,13,10,16,10,10,13,25,13,16,13,10,10,10,10,11,10,10,13,20,10,12,10 

27/05/1994 16:50:00,13,00,13,10,16,10,10,16,25,13,16,13,10,10,10,10,11,10,10,14,20,10,12,10 

27/05/1994 16:52:00,13,00,13,10,16,10,10,13,25,13,16,13,10,10,10,10,11,10,10,14,20,10,12,10 

 

A marker is written to the file on power up.  A header, containing the current settings, is 
written to the file when a new data file is opened or any of the settings are changed.  Time 
stamps are written with each block of data.  The dB level recorded on each measurement 
channel is then given from channel 1 to 12 in order.   
 
NC is written if the channel is not connected and 00 is written if the reading is less than 10 
dB.  Next the ALC for each of the channels is given; this sets the trigger level for each of the 
channels.  NC is written if the channel is not connected, 00 is written if the reading is less 
than 10 dB. 
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The data file in Location mode contains additional information: 
 
Power up : 19/05/2004 11:25 

 

Date                 : 19/05/2004 

Time                 : 11:30:42 

Location             : CHESTER 

Substation           : BROUGHTON 

Plant                : NEI REYROLLE 

Company              : EA TECHNOLOGY 

Installer            : M SMITH 

Integration Period   : 2 mins 

Operation Mode       : Location 

Alarm Level       : 100 

PDM Version          : 8 

19/05/1995 

11:31:00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,16,00,28,19,19,16,14,18,16,12,12,13,12,17,14,17,18,8,0,0,0,0,0,0

,175,0,6,13,11,206,206,206,206,206,206,206,206,206,206,206,206 

19/05/1995 

11:33:00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,16,00,00,00,00,16,14,18,15,12,12,13,12,17,14,16,18,1,0,0,0,0,0,0

,216,0,4,7,13,239,239,239,239,239,239,239,239,239,239,239,239 

19/05/1995 

11:35:00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,16,00,00,00,19,16,14,18,15,12,12,14,12,17,14,16,18,3,0,0,0,0,0,0

,76,0,3,1,3,85,85,85,85,85,85,85,85,85,85,85,85 

 

The next twelve figures represent, for each channel, the total number of triggers that 
triggered each particular channel first (or equal first) in the period. The final twelve figures of 
each period indicate the total number of triggers recorded on all channels in the period. 
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 Support Software Operation  14

 
The PD Monitor Data Analyser software is found on the compact disc accompanying the PD 
Monitor.  It can be installed on your computer by running the set-up program supplied on the 
disc.  The installation will create an icon on the screen allowing the software to be started 
easily. 
 

14.1 File Creation Utility 
 
The PD Monitor uses fixed length data file to prevent file corruption in cases of power 
failures while the CompactFlash card is in use.  The unit must therefore have a complete 
data file on the CompactFlash card in the card slot to log data.  If a formatted but blank card 
is used the PD Monitor will initially create this file.  
 
The Data Analyser software can also create the fixed length data file to allow pre-prepared 
cards to be used.  From the File Menu select the ‘Create PDM03 Data Disk’ option and then 
choose the relevant file size for your PD Monitor. The program will create a file called 
'DATA.TXT' in the directory selected; this file should be copied to a blank CompactFlash 
card. The card is then ready to be used in the PD Monitor.  
 

14.2 PDM03 Data Analyser Software 
 
This manual is for the PD Monitor instrument fitted with the version 8 or 9 embedded 
software.  The instrument version may be identified from the following:- 
 
Version 1 Original instrument software displays "Making Measurements" only during the 

measurement interval. 
 
Version 2 Instrument software with allocation of all pulses, pass and channel numbers 

shown during measurement interval. 

 
Version 3 Instrument software with more efficient use of time, LOCATION mode 

replaces NOISE IMMUNE MODE. 
 
Version 4  Data file and settings file includes instrument version.  
 
Version 5  Year 2000 compliant version, displays PDM03 version 5 on start up. 
 
Version 6  Alarm function included, displays PDM03 version 6 on start up. 
 
Version 7  Not released. 
 
Version 8  PDM03CF CompactFlash card used for data storage. 
 
Version 9.00 Operating system changed to Windows CE 5.00. Displays version 9.00 on 

start up. 
 
Version 9.01 Minor software modification. Displays version 9.01 on start up.  Optional 

remote data file access. 
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The PD Monitor Data Analyser software will process data collected from PDM03 instruments 
running Version 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 Embedded Software Only. 
 
The software has been supplied with the PD Monitor to simplify the task of processing the 
data.  The software performs the following tasks: 
 
i) Removes any hashes (#) from the file.  Pre-prepared data files initially contain 

hashes, which are written over as the PD Monitor logs data to the file.  If the unit has 
only been installed for a short period there will still be hashes left at the end of the 
file.  The post processing software removes these. 

 
ii) Sorts the data into chronological order.  Since the unit uses the disk file as a rotating 

buffer the oldest data in the file is not necessarily at the start of the file, it is therefore 
necessary to sort the data prior to analysis. 

 
iii) Outputs each block of data into a separate output data file.  Each time a settings 

marker is found in the input file, indicating that the settings of the unit have changed 
or that the unit has powered up, a new output data file is opened. 

 
iv) All output data files are in a format compatible with most spread sheets and are 

automatically given the EXCEL compatible extension '.csv'. 
 
v) A report file is generated containing details of all setting changes and power up 

markers. The report file contains a summary table for each output file.  There are two 
versions of the summary table, the first for Location Mode and the second for TEV 
Mode.  These are set automatically by the software depending on the data read. 

 
vi) From the input data file the number of channels connected is determined and the 

identity of channels not connected is given.  The interval between measurements is 
derived by comparing the date stamps of lines.  Therefore, the summary tables are 
not generated unless there are at least three sets of data. 

 
vii) From the number of channels connected, the interval between measurements and 

the version of the instruments software the number of cycles in the measurement 
interval is determined.  In Location Mode the number of pulses per cycle is 

calculated for each channel.  The number of pulses per cycle enables an 
interpretation of the type of source to be made.  In the example chosen below the 
discharge site was a resin cast CT with the maximum number of pulses per cycle of 
4.4.  This corresponds to one site with a low inception voltage, i.e. multiple 
discharges per cycle or alternatively to more than one site. 

 
viii) In Location mode three severity terms are calculated these are: 
 
 Short Term Severity 

 

 Maximum pulse amplitude  Number of pulses per cycle 
 
 Maximum Short Term Severity 
 

 Maximum value of (pulse amplitude  Number of pulses per cycle) calculated for 
every period 

 
 Long Term Severity 
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Average maximum pulse amplitude  Average Number of Pulses per cycle  Fraction 
of Time when pulses detected  

 
The first two terms relate to the damage caused by high discharge levels, which may 
be from an intermittent source.  The third term relates to continuous or nearly 
continuous discharge source 

 
ix) A file is generated for each summary table suitable for importing into an Access 

database.  These files have extension 'loc' or 'tev' for Location mode or TEV mode as 
appropriate. 
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LOCATION MODE  

 

EA Technology PDM03 Version 6 

 

[----------- LEVEL ---------------][---- NUMBER OF PULSES ---------------------] 

Ch  Max    Nos of   Av     Short   Nos of    %     Max      Assoc  %   Severity 

   Level   Pulses   Level  Term    Pulses  Pulses  Pulses   Level Time Long Max 

          per cycle        Severity                per cycle           Term Short 

 1   28    0.050     24       1    146406      1    0.080     25  100    0    1 

 2   19    0.003     16       0      3213      0    0.004      0   72    0    0 

 3    0    0.000      0       0        28      0    0.000      0    5    0    0 

 4   34    0.110     31       5    458884      2    0.140     31  100    2    5 

 5   37    0.151     34      11    941813      4    0.193     34  100    6   11 

 6   43    2.042     40     288  13109541     58    2.431     40  100  171  288 

 7   43    0.465     38      66   3749526     17    1.251     37  100   40   76 

 8   19    0.001     16       0      3009      0    0.003      0   92    0    0 

 9   46    3.059     43     610  21866912     97    3.288     43  100  404  610 

10   22    0.016     18       0     37412      0    0.016     22  100    0    0 

11   22    0.170     18       2     91177      0    0.214      0   99    0    2 

12   22    0.000     18       0      1263      0    0.023      0   46    0    0 

 

 Total number of pulses       = 22641382  

 

 Total number of sets of data =      534  

 

 12 channels connected, 14400 cycles per  5 minutes 

 

TEV MODE  

 

Ch Max Av Nos of Max Av 

 Level Level Sets ALC ALC 

1 46 46 2 10 10 

2 25 25 2 11 11 

3 25 25 2 10 10 

4 37 37 2 10 10 

5 31 31 2 10 10 

6 25 25 2 10 10 

7 31 31 2 10 10 

8 37 37 2 10 10 

9 0 0 0 0 0 

10 31 31 2 10 10 

11 40 40 2 10 10 

12 49 49 2 10 10 

 
 Total number of sets of data =     4690  

 

 11 channels connected,   4400 cycles per  2 minutes 

 

 Channels not connected 9 

 
The report file can either be printed out or imported into any text editor.  The report file 
contains details of which settings correspond to which output data file.  It also contains 
summary tables of the data in each output file and the start and finish time of the data, and 
the names of the output data file and the Access file. 
 
The output files can be viewed as graphically with the software or alternatively imported into 
Excel. 
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 Interpretation of Measurements 15

 
In order to demonstrate the method for interpreting measurements a typical set of data is 
analysed as an example. 
 
The data collected by the monitor is stored on a CompactFlash card and may be analysed 
on an IBM compatible PC using the post processing software provided with the monitor.  The 
software generates a text file of the instrument set-ups and a summary table for each 
monitoring session.  Each summary table is also placed in an individual file suitable for 
importing into the EA Technology Partial Discharge Measurement Database.  Finally a data 
file is generated for each session for importing into Microsoft Excel. 
 
In our example report file all company identifications have been removed: 
 
File c:\pd_mon\vers3_3\manual.TXT  

 

Input data file     a:\data.txt 

 

Input settings file a:\settings.txt 

 

LOCATION MODE  

 

EA Technology PDM03 Version 6 

 

Access file c:\pd_mon\vers3_3\test8.loc 

 

Start time  08/02/2004 14:23:00  

Finish time 09/02/1996 13:18:00  

 

[----------- LEVEL ---------------][---- NUMBER OF PULSES ---------------------] 

Ch  Max    Nos of   Av     Short   Nos of    %     Max      Assoc  %   Severity 

   Level   Pulses   Level  Term    Pulses  Pulses  Pulses   Level Time Long Max 

          per cycle        Severity                per cycle           Term Short 

 1   34    0.007     25       0      5952      3    0.118     28   50    0    0 

 2   28    0.062     26       2      9640      6    0.062     28   23    0    2 

 3   22    0.004     22       0        94      0    0.004     22    7    0    0 

 4   37    1.102     32      78    141817     82    1.102     37   95    1   78 

 5   43    0.002     36       0      3043      2    0.037     34   41    0    0 

 6   37    0.160     32      11     33811     19    0.270     34   82    0   11 

 7   28    0.000     24       0         5      0    0.000     28    1    0    0 

 8   22    0.000     22       0         6      0    0.000     22    1    0    0 

 9   28    0.000     28       0         7      0    0.000     28    1    0    0 

10   37    0.003     37       0       118      0    0.003     37    4    0    0 

11   28    0.029     19       1      7354      4    0.049     19   54    0    1 

12   19    0.006     18       0       303      0    0.006     19   11    0    0 

 

 Total number of pulses       =   173707  

 

 Total number of sets of data =      276  

 

 12 channels connected, 14400 cycles per  5 minutes 
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The positions of the probes and aerials are recorded on the record sheet and are given in 
table form and in diagram form below: 
 

Channel Probe or Aerial Switchgear Panel Designation 

1 Aerial   

2 Aerial   

3 Probe Busbar End Cap 1431 

4 Probe Voltage Transformer 1431 

5 Probe CT Chamber 1431 

6 Probe Switch Tank 1431 

7 Probe CT Chamber 1432 

8 Probe CT Chamber 1433 

9 Probe CT Chamber 1435 

10 Probe Busbar 1436 to Bus Section 

11 Aerial   

12 Aerial   

 
 

 
 

For clarity not all the dimensions are shown on the substation layout but the dimensions are 
important to help interpret the data. 
 
A partial discharge source if continuously active would discharge at least once per cycle 
dependent on the inception voltage and the working voltage. However, discharge sources 
are often intermittent in nature and may have long dormant periods being re-activated by 
switching surges or changes in temperature humidity etc.  Such intermittent sources may 
have short periods of at least one discharge per cycle but the number of pulses per cycle is 
calculated over the monitoring interval, which is normally 5 minutes.  Therefore, with an 
intermittent source over 5 minutes the number of pulses per cycle may be much lower than 
one and in practice values of activity of greater than 0.050 pulses per cycle have been found 
to be associated with partial discharges. 
 
All pulses detected by the instrument are counted in the 'Total number of pulses' in the 
summary tables and all these pulses are allocated as arriving first at one or more channel.  If 
within the resolution of the instrument a pulse is deemed to arrive at two channels at the 
same time the pulse will be allocated to both channels.  Therefore, the sum of the number of 
pulses allocated to all the channels can exceed the total number of pulses detected by the 
PD Monitor. 

Ae ria l  1 2

Ae r ia l  1 1

Ae r ia l  1

Ae r ia l  2

2 .1 m

1 .2 m

VT

6

3
4

9 8 7 5
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The following statements assist in interpreting the results: 
 
 No Partial Discharge Activity unless  
 
  1. Short Term Severity at Probes >0 
 
  2. Number of Pulses per Cycle >0.05 
 
  3. The source is in the switchgear 
 
 Number of Partial Discharge sources. 
 
 One Source  
 
  Total detected = Number of pulses allocated to one probe 
 
  Total detected << Sum of number of pulses allocated to adjacent probes 
 
 Two Sources 
 
  Total detected = Sum of number of pulses allocated to well separated probes 
 
Examining the above summary tables only channels 2, 4, 6 and 11 (almost) have both a 
maximum short term severity of greater than zero and a maximum number of pulses per 
cycle greater than 0.05.  Therefore, only these channels will be considered as possibly 
detecting partial discharge activity. 
 
The summary tables show that channels 2 and 11 are aerials and that 82% of the pulses 
were allocated as arriving first at probe 4 positioned on the voltage transformer with 19% on 
probe 6 which is on the switch tank of the same panel. 
 
To determine if the source is internal to the switchgear the number of pulses allocated to the 
aerials are examined next and in this example are found to be small in comparison indicating 
that the pulses are coming from within the switchgear.  This could be confirmed by plotting 
the numbers arriving first at the aerials and the probes using the PDM03 Data Analyser 
software.  If this graph shows that there is no correlation between the two then the pulses 
allocated to the probes are coming from within the switchgear.  The distance between the 
aerials and probes on the switchgear in any direction must be sufficient to allow the 
precedence circuit to discriminate. 
 
To determine whether there is one or more discharge sites the number of pulses allocated to 
each channel and the total number of pulses are compared.  The total number of pulses is 
the number of pulses detected in each monitoring interval.  All these pulses will be allocated 
to at least one channel.  If the probes are well separated and the discharge site is close to 
one of the probes then all the pulses will be allocated to that channel and the total number of 
pulses will equal the number of pulses allocated to that channel.  However, the discharge 
site may be between two probes and therefore the pulses will be allocated as arriving at both 
channels at the same time.  Therefore, the total number of pulses will be half the sum of the 
pulses allocated to the channels.  If there are two well-separated sources then the total 
number of pulses will equal the sum of the pulses allocated to the channels.  As the 
monitoring interval is normally five minutes there is often a combination of internal and 
external sources. Using the PDM03 Data Analyser software plot the Total number of pulses 
and the Sum of channels 4 and 6 it is seen that the Sum exceeds the Total when partial 
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discharge is detected by the probes and therefore the probes are being allocated pulses 
from the same source. 
 
Alternatively, examine the data in the Excel spread sheet and select a period where there 
are a significant number of pulses allocated to probes 4, and 6 but very few to other 
channels. This shows in our example there is only one source as the total number of pulses 
in the selected interval is 10,000 but the sum of channels 4 and 6 is 13,000. 
 
The distance between the probes should be taken into account when considering potential 
paths between a possible source and a group of probes.  The channels are on three boards 
consisting of channels 1 to 4, 5 to 8 and 9 to 12.  As described in section 4, discrimination 
between channels is typically: 
 
 Mk. 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 instruments: 
 Channels on same board  4 ns i.e. 1.2 m 
 Channels on adjacent boards 6 ns i.e. 1.8 m 
 Channels on remote boards 7 ns i.e. 2.1 m 
 
However, it should be borne in mind that these are typical figures and actual discrimination 
depends on the shape of the front edge of the pulse detected by the probe or aerial. 
 
Often graphical presentation helps in our analysis and the number of pulses allocated first to 
each channel can be plotted and the magnitude of the pulses allocated to each channel. 
 
The following figure shows the number of pulses allocated to channel four only for clarity. 
 

 
 
 

The graph shows that the partial discharge activity varies considerably with time, which is 
why the severity terms described in section 9.2 have been introduced.  In our example the 
short-term severity at maximum pulse amplitude is equal to the maximum short-term severity 
and therefore there are no intervals of lower amplitude but higher number of pulses than the 
interval during which the maximum amplitude was recorded. 
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Comparison of the short-term severity and the long-term severity indicates how variable the 
discharge activity is.  Sometimes high levels of activity occur at known events for example 
following a switching operation or during a period of high humidity.  Correlation with such 
events helps interpretation. 
 
So far the following has been determined regarding the pulses allocated to the channels: 
 
1.   Those channels with Short Term Severity > 0. 
2.   Discharge activity if Nos. of pulses per cycle >0.05. 
3. Number of sources by correlation and comparing total number of pulses and sum of 

pulses, taking into consideration distances apart. 
4. Internal or external by number and correlation between probes and aerials taking into 

consideration distances apart. 
 
Having determined that there is a partial discharge site the next stage is to decide how 
important the observation is.  The purpose is NOT to determine the remaining life of the 
switchgear from these readings but to determine if further investigations are required.  This 
is because the PD Monitor measurements are comparative only and the levels are a function 
of the amplitude of the partial discharge activity and the attenuation of the transmission path 
of the electromagnetic waves.   
The factors that can be used to assess the importance of the observations are: 
 
1. Maximum Level 
2. Maximum Short Term Severity 
3. Long term Severity 
4. Working voltage 
5. Switchgear component 
6. History of failures 
7. Circuit importance 
 
The most onerous condition is a high long-term severity in a bus bar of a manufacturer's 
type that has a poor reliability record in a critical switchboard.  The best interpretation of 
what is high for any of the first three items in the list can only be made if measurements have 
been made on a population of the same type of switchgear.  The EA Technology Partial 
Discharge Measurement Database holds over six thousand records of measurements made 
with the PD Locator and the PD Monitor and Ultrasonic detectors. 
 
In general only one probe is placed on each panel of the switchboard and therefore the 
measurement relates to the panel not to the component the probe is on.  However, 
additional information e.g. from PD Locator measurements or by placing more than one 
probe on a panel may determine which component the discharge source is in.  This 
information is used to determine the importance of the component and circuit. 
 
In our example the discharge source was located as being within the voltage transformer of 
Email J18 11 kV switchgear.  As this is not a manufacturer commonly found in the UK the 
database was examined for all 11 kV switchgear. 
 
The following table is for 1590 PD Monitor records on 11kV switchgear 
 

Property Level for further investigation 

Maximum level 49 dB 

Short Term Severity 153 

Long Term Severity 10 
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Although the above table provides levels at which further investigation are recommended 
based on the database these are general criteria only and the other factors listed above 
have to be taken into consideration. 
 
Although such a comprehensive database may not be available the comparative nature of 
the exercise should be carried out with the data available. 
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15.1 Alarm Function 
 
The alarm function is only available in the Mk. 6, 7, 8 and 9 versions of the PD Monitor. 
 
The alarm operates on loss of power, monitor failure, channels disconnected or the Short 
Term Severity of channels 3 to 10 exceeding the Alarm Level.  The latter is only applicable in 
Location Mode.  The data file records when loss of power is recovered and the resulting data 
file produced by the post processing software splits the data into different files for each 
period between losses of power. 
 
Monitor failure includes failure of the CompactFlash card. 
 
The .CSV files generated by the PDM03 Data Analyser software can be imported into Excel 
and a search for ‘NC’ will reveal any occurrences of channels that are not connected. 
 
If the alarm operates due to high short-term severity then the summary table from the 
processed data will indicate which channel or channels exceeded the Alarm Level.  The 
Alarm Level is recorded in the settings file as well as the monitor data file during the setting 
up procedure.  In order to examine the variation of short-term severity and determine when 
the alarm operated one must calculate the short-term severity for the appropriate channel. 
 
As defined in section 9.2 Short Term Severity is: 
 

 Maximum pulse amplitude  Number of pulses per cycle 
 
Therefore: 
 

Severity = (10^("Level"/20)) "First"/"Cycles" 
 
The PDM03 Data Analyser software can be used to plot the Short Term Severity. 
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 Specification 16

 

16.1 Signal Input 
 
Measurement Range:  10 - 52 dBmV 
Resolution:    3 dB 
Accuracy:    2 dB 
Maximum Pulse Rate:  880 Hz 
Bandwidth:    70 MHz 
Time of flight Resolution:  7 ns 
 

16.2 Data Logging 
 
Logging Periods:   2 minutes 

     5 minutes 
     15 minutes 
Logged Data:    Date and time 

     dB values on each channel 
     ALC values on each channel 
     Numbers of counts on each channel (Location 
     mode only) 
     Total number of counts in period (Location 
     mode only) 
 

16.3 Data  File 
 
File Size:    4 MBytes fixed 
File Name:    data.txt 
File Type:    ASCII text (DOS) 
File Format:    see Section 6 
Minimum Time to Fill Disk:  TEV Mode: 

     2 mins:  57 days 
     5 mins:  142 days 
     15 mins: 428 days 
 
     Location Mode: 
     2 mins:  22 days 
     5 mins:  55 days 
     15 mins: 167 days 
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16.4 Display 
 
Type:     4 x 20 character Liquid Crystal Display 
 

16.5 Power Requirements 
 
Nominal voltage:   100 - 240V 50-60Hz  
Working range:   85V - 264V 
Power consumption:  25 VA 
Fuses:     3A Type T (Anti-surge) 

      

16.6 Connectors 
 
Power Supply:   IEC switched fused plug 
Channel Inputs:   BNC 
Test Source Output:   BNC 
Serial Port:    9 way RS232 
Alarm Contacts:   3 way screw terminal block 

 

16.7 Dimensions 
 
Size:     420 x 400 x 190 mm 
Weight:    10 kg 

 

16.8 Environmental 
 
Operating Temperature:  0 - 55 °C 
Humidity:    0 – 90% RH non-condensing 
IP Rating:    21 
 

16.9 Hardware 
 
Processor:    Intel XScale™ PXA255 processor. 
Real Time Clock:   Accuracy +/- 1 minute/month. 
Operating System:   Windows CE 5 
Battery Back Up:   On board RAM and Real Time Clock 

     3V Lithium Battery 
Data Hold Time:   Ten years 

 

16.10 CompactFlash Card 
 
Type:     I/II 
File System:    FAT16/FAT32 
Minimum Size:   8MB 
Maximum Size:   512MB 
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 Maintenance 17

The unit should be cleaned with a damp cloth.  If more heavily soiled, a foam cleanser may 
be used, provided care is taken not to allow fluid to enter the instrument.  Abrasive cleaners 
must not be used.  Take care not to scratch the plastic overlay of the front panel. 

 Warranty Policy 18

 
What does the Warranty Policy cover? 

 
EA Technology products and accessories are warranted against defects in material and 
workmanship for twelve months from the date of despatch from our premises. 
 
During the warranty period, EA Technology will, at its option, either repair or replace 
products, parts or accessories which prove defective. 
 
What is not covered by the Warranty Policy? 
 
The following are not covered: damage caused by accident, misuse, abuse, product 
modification or neglect; damage resulting from failure to follow instructions contained in your 
operating manual; damage resulting from the performance of repairs by someone not 
authorised by EA Technology. 
 
Warranty policy for repairs  
 
Repaired products are warranted against defects in workmanship and materials for a period 
of six months, or the remainder of the original warranty period, whichever is greater.  
 
 
 
For warranty repair, please contact EA Technology Product Support: 
 
Email: product-support@eatechnology.com 
 
Telephone: +44 (0)151 347 2293 

 

 Calibration 19

 
Calibration Interval: 12 months 
 
Your application may require a different calibration interval dependant on the frequency of 
use.  The calibration interval should begin on the date the instrument is placed in service.   
 
 

 Repair  20

 
For information on our repair procedure please contact EA Technology Product Support: 
 
Email: product-support@eatechnology.com 

mailto:product-support@eatechnology.com
mailto:product-support@eatechnology.com
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 Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment 21
Directive (WEEE) 

 
EA Technology is a member of an approved compliance scheme as defined by the WEEE 
directive.  When an EA Technology product reaches the end of its operational life, it must be 
recycled by a licensed waste management operator, or returned to EA Technology for 
recycling. 
 

 Note  22

 
EA Technology has a policy of continual product development and enhancement. 
Consequently, there may be minor variations in specifications or operation that are not 
covered in this operating manual. 
 
Every effort has been made to ensure that the information provided in this operating manual 
is accurate at the time of going to print.  
 
If any errors or omissions are noticed, please notify:  product-support@eatechnology.com 
 
This Manual Covers the PD Monitor Instrument with Version 8 or 9 Embedded 
Software Only. 

 
 

 Product Support  23

 
 

Email: product-support@eatechnology.com  
 
Freephone: 0800 032 6657 (UK only) 
 
Tel: +44 (0)151 347 2293 
  

mailto:product-support@eatechnology.com
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 Contact Us 24

 
 
UK Head Office  
EA Technology Ltd 
Capenhurst Technology Park 
Chester, UK, CH1 6ES 
 

Tel:  
Email:  
Freephone:  

+44 (0)151 339 4181 
sales@eatechnology.com 
0800 027 7243 (UK only) 

US Corporate Office 

Don Genutis, President1001 E. 
Baker St., Suite 200 
Plant City, FL 33563  
 

Tel:  
Email:  
 

+1 813 752 6051 
don.genutis@eatechnologyusa.com 
 

Middle East Office 

Alan Preece, Manager  
P.O. Box 46153 
Abu Dhabi 
UAE 
 

Tel:  
Email:  
 

+971 2 673 5326 
alan.preece@eatechnology.com 
 

Australia Office 

Dr Keith Beven, Managing 
Director 
EA Technology Australia 
7/34 Commercial Road 
Newstead QLD 4006 
 

Tel:  
Mobile: 
Email:  

 

+61 07 3257 3096 
+61 07 3990 1450       
keith.beven@eatechnology.com  
 

China Office 

Dr Yuan Tian - Manager  
Room 27, 47th Floor 
Hong Kong New World Tower 
300 Huaihai Zhong Road 
Shanghai 200021 
China 
 

Tel:  
Email:  
 

+86 (0)21 5116 2858 
chinaoffice@eatechnology.com 
 

Singapore Office  

Victor Chan, Managing Director 

EA Technology Asset  
Management Pte Ltd 
8 Ubi Rd 2, Zervex, #03-08,  
Singapore 408538 

Tel:  
Mobile: 
Email:  
 

+65 6634 3591 
+65 9438 1061 
Victor.Chan@eatechnology.com 
 

 
 
 

mailto:sales@eatechnology.com
mailto:don.genutis@eatechnologyusa.com
mailto:chinaoffice@eatechnology.com
mailto:Victor.Chan@eatechnology.com
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Appendix A – PD Monitor Record Sheet 

Test Number:   

Partial Discharge Monitor

Switchgear Test Record Sheet

Test Details:

Monitor:   

Date:   Time:   

Company:   Division:   

Substation Details:

Substation:   

Section Under Test:   

Substation Type:   Indoor:   Outdoor:   Kiosk:   

Switchgear Details:

Manufacturer:   

Type:   

Installation Date:   

Operating Voltage (kV):   3.3 6.6 11 22 33 Other

Rated Voltage (kV):   3.3 6.6 11 22 33 Other

Busbar Insulation:   

Cable Box Insulation:   

Termination Type:   

Cable Type:   Paper Insulation  XLPE Insulation  EPR Insulation  

3 Core Screened  3 Core Belted  Single Core  

Measurements:

Note:

Record details of probe positions and make a sketch of the switchroom layout showing the position of probes and 

aerials.  (Space is provided overleaf).

Include the location of transformer compound and any other potential sources of external interference.
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Channel 

Number

Probe 

Aerial 

NC

Distance of 

probe from 

nearest aerial 

if less than 

1.5m

Switchgear 

Option
Panel Designation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

NC - Not Connected Switchgear Options

Busbar Switch Tank Cable Box Unknown

Band Joint CT Chamber Cable (R/Y/B) Other (Specify)

End Cap VT Cable (3 Core)

Sketch of Switchroom Layout:
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Notes 
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